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12 Hall Of Fame
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My name is Jörkk Mechenbier and I am the “singer“ with the Punk band, LOVE A.
The album VINTAGE HEDONIST by my old companion, KORNELIUS FLOWERS, which
I would like you to review, is a particularly personal recommendation as it is – quelle
surprise! – something dear to my heart.
But please forget right away any musical associations that may have gone through your
head because of my connection with Punk Rock: this is – with due respect – real music
with strong and meaningful influences from the 60s to the 90er that cannot simply be
not dismissed out of hand, but stand up to detailed scrutiny.
If someone has already long been active as a critic in this field it is certainly not easy to
show that one is impressed. I fully realise this and and so does this lanky one-of-a-kind
by the name of Kornelius Flowers, but I think it should be mentioned that I for one have
always found it impressive if someone can tailor their entirely own ideas of songs and
sounds.
In my view Kornelius Flowers is one of those impressive musicians. A creator. A man
with an idea – a feeling. But above all: a man who is able to translate his musical instincts
– or rather his vision – into reality. What he has carved out on his latest album is the
essence of what has impressed and characterised him on his journey through life as a
musician:
The freewheeling approach of a Tom Petty, the
wild hedonism of the early Kinks or, to highlight
the point even more clearly, The Sonics; and
then there was Bob Dylan and the macabre
balladry of a Nick Cave. A feast for the ears.
Wayside tales, feeling, good and evil. Sometimes even simple acoustic sunshine – and a
good refrain with hit potential. A pot pourri of
good taste, a stocktaking of Rock’n’Roll as it is
lived – the way one so rarely finds these days,
so carefully crafted but at the same time rough
and wild. We also find all this in the brilliant
lyrics of the songs on Vintage Hedonist.
Finally I should mention – and I am speaking
from experience – that it is a delight to
watch as this 6‘6“ giant uses his
acoustic and visual skills on stage
to give his excellent qualities as an
entertainer the touch of magic that
brings you to read this information
sheet, that drew me to a concert
yesterday evening, and that makes
us all think that this brings us closer
to the mystery that is music than
owning Volumes 3 and 17 of the soft rock
series KuschelRock.
All the best – and Viva la Musica!
Jörkk Mechenbier // Love A

